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The Shuttle Training Aircraft (STA) was a NASA training vehicle that duplicated the Space Shuttle's approach
profile and handling qualities, allowing Space Shuttle pilots to simulate Shuttle landings under controlled
conditions before attempting the task on board the orbiter. The STA was also flown to assess weather
conditions just prior to Space Shuttle launches and landings.
Shuttle Training Aircraft - Wikipedia
Wing tips Wing tips are often formed as complex shapes to reduce vortex generation and so also drag,
especially at low speed. Wheels on fixed gear aircraft
Aircraft fairing - Wikipedia
Based on the popular STOL CH 701 design from Chris Heintz that was first introduced more than 25 years
ago, the STOL CH 750 design incorporates all of the 701's amazing short-field capabilities, while maximizing
cabin size and load carrying capability allowed under the FAA's Sport Pilot / Light Sport Aircraft category. Like
the original, the STOL CH 750 aircraft was developed as an "off ...
STOL CH 750 light sport utility airplane from Zenith
Software for Aerodynamics and Aircraft Design W.H. Mason Kevin T. Crofton Department of Aerospace and
Ocean Engineering Virginia Tech. This page contains programs that may prove useful to aerodynamics and
design class students.
Aerodynamics and Aircraft Design Software
Don't be a Gear Collapse (LGRM*) Statistic! GUMPS! *Landing Gear Related Mishap . No Excuses! - Use the
ABS Landing Gear Rigging Guide This nose gear Rod End (and several others) is all that is between you and
the above kind of event!
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